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Rationale  

The CopHub.AC Partnership Award “from Research to Market” celebrates the best collaboration 
partnerships recognizing organizations leading edge achievements in pilot activities.  

CopHub.AC runs a competition to encourage members of the Copernicus Academy to expose their 
best contribution for the Copernicus user-uptake in a tandem partnership with industry. The 
Copernicus Partnership Award highlights the best mutual academy-industry arrangement backed by 
clear user scenarios directed towards operational Copernicus services. Members are invited to 
participate in the competition over a 4-month period whereby they have helped to develop an 
industrial service focus on Copernicus user uptake. Participants are asked to provide a short report on 
the findings and/or a well-composed jury decides about the winning team. The winner will be 
announced each year during the EARSC awards ceremony. 

In order to even more emphasize the tandem character of the awarded collaboration we have 
renamed the award from “Champion award” (see Description of Action) to “Partnership Award”. 
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E-SHAPE EuroGEO Showcases: Applications Powered by Europe 
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Executive summary 

 

“The aim of the prize is to promote public-private partnership in Earth Observation (EO) services” 
 
Under CopHub.AC1 project, EARSC2 has launched the “partnership” competition recognising and 
rewarding outstanding collaboration in public-private partnerships for the Copernicus user-uptake. 
Specifically, Academia and Companies (in partnership) are encouraged to submit a proposal for 
cooperation or present an already established collaboration achievement “from Research to Market”. 
 
To recognise outstanding cooperation in the context of the Copernicus user uptake, a yearly 
Partnership Award “from Research to Market” is bestowed. This aims to energize the user uptake, a 

                                                 
1 CopHub.AC project website: http://www.cophub-ac.eu/ 
2 EARSC website: www.earsc.org 
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competitive stimulation through the selection of the best Partnership been proposed. It rewards the 
best collaboration, recognizing organizations leading edge achievements in pilot EO activities. 
Specifically, academia and companies (in partnership) are encouraged to submit proposals for 
cooperation or present an already established collaboration achievement. The award provides a 
mechanism to appreciate excellence, value creation, sustainability but also exemplary communication 
of results and engagement and is embedded under the EARSC Awards schema.  
 
Initiated in 2019 using the slogan ‘from Research & Development to Innovation & Market’ the award 
inspired entries from  partnerships and leaders to support academy in improving their research and 
innovation output through strengthening industry linkages – specifically with SMEs - and leveraging 
and creating future links focus on the user uptake. During the 2020 edition, the Award was announced 
to reward the partnership ‘from Research to Market’, therefore making stronger the case towards the 
user uptake thou building bilateral industry-academic linkages. 
 
The criteria, based on which a jury makes their judges are (1) Partnerships; (2) Value creation (business 
growth, new markets, export opportunities): (3) Sound sustainability plan; (4) Internal procedures of 
engagement; (5) Outreach & marketing.  
 
Due the coronavirus pandemic, EARSC had to cancel the Awards ceremony in June 2020, so the 
partnership award is on hold for this year. A celebration ceremony might be hold during November 
alongside EXPANDEO but this is not yet confirmed. If EXPANDEO will be again cancelled, then the 
partnership award will be celebrated in June 2021 as this new award is now part of the EARSC Awards 
showing the sustainability of this CopHub.AC activity in the future.  
 
The competition has been well received by stakeholders. The increase competition in the sector are 
motivating industrial and academic institutions to improve their collaborations, therefore the 
encouragement for Academia and Companies to join forces to enhance the impact of the research 
conducted and submit a proposal for collaboration achievement. Collaboration with industry is critical 
for academia to approach the scientific knowledge to the real use while for companies the 
collaboration is important to innovate on further solutions for real business case challenges.  
 

 
 
1. Overview 
 
1.1.  Introduction 

The Copernicus Programme has proven to be highly successful, serving the needs of Europe’s policy 
makers and embracing the important role of the industry. Whilst Copernicus is first and foremost a 
public programme serving public information needs, its data and information is being used for 
commercial business purposes reaching other market sectors. A key to success to the market uptake 
process is the knowledge exchange among all actors from the various sectors involved, notably 
research and educational institutions, industry, and the public sector and to recognize this excellence 
on partnership and to energize the user uptake, a competitive stimulation through the selection of 
the best Partnership been proposed. This document provides the guidelines for this Award. 
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1.2. Announcement 

To recognise outstanding cooperation in the context of the Copernicus user uptake, a yearly 
Partnership Award “from Research to Market” is bestowed. The edition for the 2020 Award is 
announced at the EARSC link3. It rewards the best collaboration, recognizing organizations leading 
edge achievements in pilot EO activities. Specifically, academia and companies (in partnership) are 
encouraged to submit proposals for cooperation or present an already established collaboration 
achievement. The award provides a mechanism to appreciate excellence, value creation, sustainability 
but also exemplary communication of results and engagement and is embedded under the EARSC 
Awards schema.  

Initially in 2019 using the slogan ‘from Research & Development to Innovation & Market’ the context 
inspired partnerships and leaders to support academy in improving their research and innovation 
output through strengthening industry linkages – specifically with SMEs - and leveraging and creating 
future links focus on the user uptake. During the 2020 edition, the Award was announced to reward 
the partnership ‘from Research to Market’, therefore making stronger the case towards the user 
uptake thou building bilateral industry-academic linkages. 
 
Figures 1 and 2 illustrate the announcement for 2019 and 2020 respectively as an opportunity to 
follow on the steps of previous award winners and benefit from the prestige of winning an EARSC 
award in collaboration with CopHub.AC.  
 

 
Figure 1: EARSC/CopHub.AC Partnership Award 2019 

 

                                                 
3 EARSC announcement: www.earsc.org/news/partnership- award-from-research-to-market-2020 
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Figure 2: EARSC/CopHub.AC Partnership Award 2020 

 
 

2. Approach 
 
The winning partnership will be recognized and promoted by EARSC alongside the Awards ceremony 
under EXPANDEO event. EXPANDEO is the Annual Conference of EARSC. This annual event is THE place 
where the Earth Observation market meets. European EO companies get the chance to learn about 
different market opportunities in different sectors while growing their business through networking 
and other interactive sessions. The EARSC Award ceremony has become one of the key events 
gathering the European Service providers in Europe. Celebrating achievement in many areas, the new 
“Partnership Award” complements the excellence of EARSC Awards. The “EARSC member start-up 
Award” featuring the importance of young spotlight SMEs in the creation of new jobs, the “Company 
Award of the Year” recognized to have successfully developed EO services for a target market, to have 
made a strong contribution to a defining European Programme, and last has exhibited good revenue 
and or employment growth. Adding to those the “Product Award” rewarding a company which has 
developed a product which will support the implementation of the Sustainable Development Goals 
(SDGs) at national, regional and/or local levels, and the monitoring and reporting against the global 
indicator framework. 
 
Overall this type of awards ceremony addressing a mixed community from public to private sector, 
from the decision making to purely business orientation in other market sectors, from research, 
academia, is a great way to acknowledge the people that made an achievement in the year. With this 
scope the ceremony atmosphere conveys solid benefits, one of which is the ability to recognize the 
awardees by peers but also by renamed stakeholders.  
 
 

2.1. Criteria 

The criteria for the award honour the best implementation of a Copernicus-type service recognising 
and rewarding outstanding collaboration in public-private partnerships for the Copernicus user-

http://expandeo.earsc.org/
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uptake. Specifically, Academia and Companies (in partnership) are encouraged to submit a proposal 
for cooperation or present an already established collaboration achievement “from Research to 
Market”.  

The entry criteria for the Awards are available on the relevant website page. The criteria for 20204 
has been planned as: 

1) Partnerships: ideally partnerships should include at least one academic European institution and at 
least one European company (entries open to Copernicus Academy and EO service companies, 
collaboration is an asset).  

2) Value creation (business growth, new markets, export opportunities): evidence of value creation 
regarding a product or service with potential users. Demonstrated forward thinking cooperation 
bringing research product into operational procedures (i.e, validated methodology from research & 
innovation to commercialisation). Collaboration has potential for scaling up through the technology 
readiness levels (TRL), business growth, new markets, export opportunities or incorporating new 
concepts in the research/academy. 

3) Sound sustainability plan: sustainability plan supporting the “must go beyond financial support” 
and innovation adding a creative and innovative proposal using of Earth observations (i.e., validated 
sustainability approach aspects: technical, financial, legal, organizational, operational and scheduling) 
which provide quality, effectiveness, and soundness of the EO based endeavour. 

4) Internal procedures of engagement: basis of evidence for successful partnership collaboration. For 
example, incorporating the case story into an organization’s planning (collaboration with private 
sector) and goal-setting processes (i.e, validated internal procedures of engagement, seek to extend 
partnerships, etc). It will show exemplariness which might motivate further partnerships. 

5) Outreach & marketing: emphasize the promotion to users/customers. i.e., for academia it will 
evaluate the contribution to the overall advancement of teaching and learning of EO concepts 
including EO application & services. For other partners such industry, validating how to present and 
communicate the case to final users (building the awareness case to market practices). Overall 
providing achievement; clear results and distinct accomplishments, awareness, creativity and 
originality in communicating the endeavour and its results to intended audiences. 
 
 

2.2. Application Form 
 
Examples of contributions include the relevance which aligns with objectives of the call from research 
to market, the identification of new ideas, providing leadership by, and exhibiting communicative 
enthusiasm between communities from academia/industry in forging a path forward in an area which 
impacts R&I towards commercialization of Copernicus services.  

                                                 
4 Criteria for 2020: http://earsc.org/news/partnership-award-from-research-to-market-2020 
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Figure 3: Application form EARSC/CopHub.AC Partnership Award 2020 
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2.3. Rules & Entries 
 
All Entries must be submitted in accordance with the criteria conditions and in English language 
including the application form and comply with the entry criteria found on the Awards section at the 
EARSC and CopHub.AC websites. Applicants will be asked to provide a short summary of the results 
following a defined template which will be used as statement for the jury. Entries are to be 
accompanied by all relevant illustrations if supporting the application form. 
 
By submitting an awards entry, the applicant confirms the agreement of all parties associated with the 
team that the submission made. All partnership collaborators from academia, research, industry need 
to be informed on the application. 

 
 
2.4. Timing 
 
The competition runs from a period of 3 to 5 months during which time “candidate tandem” may 
adapt an existing partnership/collaboration for developing a pilot/product, develop a new 
pilot/product or simply promote one they have already developed. There is no limitation of entries. 
Each Entry must be completed in full and received by EARSC on or before the Closing Date (as defined 
on the relevant Awards website). Entries received after the Closing Date may be disqualified in which 
case they will not be considered for the Awards. 
 
The normal process highlights the timing for: 

 First announcement: End of January [Year] 

 Expression of Interest: by 15th March Year [Year] 

 Dead-line entries & guidance: by April 30th Year [Year] 

 Selection: files will be judged to select the overall partnership winner (15th/30th May [Year]) 

 Announcement: During EXPANDEO5 event (EARSC cocktail & AGM) in Brussels 
 
 

2.5. Jury 
 
The entries are judged by a panel of independent jury members. The judges reserve the right to re-
classify or reject any entry that does not comply with the entry criteria or with these conditions. Each 
entry will be judged on its merits and on the basis solely of the information and images included on 
the entry form.  EARSC secretariat will select which entries to shortlist (those which are not fulfilling 
the criteria requirements due incompleteness) and jury will later select the winners from this shortlist. 
The winners will be announced at the Awards ceremony. 
 
The judging panel comprises a broad spectrum of up to five professionals including delegates from 
around the world across a mix of competencies representing both the public and private sector. The 
judges are selected based on their expertise, experience and integrity in the sector. All entries will be 
submitted to the judging panel who will score each entry online. Judges will be asked to absent 
themselves from any discussions where they have a vested interest but in principle should not be 
foreseen any conflict of interest. The organisers and the judges endeavour to ensure adjudication is 
conducted without bias or prejudice. In all cases the judges’ decision is final. 

                                                 
5 EXPANDEO event: http://expandeo.earsc.org/ 
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Feedback on the decision of the judges can be requested in writing after the awards ceremony and 
should be appreciated by the partnership team but details of scoring or comments by individual 
judges will not be provide. 
 
 

2.6. Eligibility 
 
The Awards are open to any Public-Private partnership occurring in a team. This could be a 
combination of the following actors with corporates (Small Medium Enterprise (SMEs) or Large 
Enterprise). Note that Academia and Companies (in partnership) will be encouraged to submit a 
proposal. 
 
 Academia/Education (Education -all levels-, Academy Research, vocational and life-long learning). 
 Research centre – mainly public funded organisations 
 Associative and cooperation based organisations (trade, clusters, NGOs, innovation orchestrators 

& networks, etc). 
 International organizations (inc. international law agreements (treaties) or multination 

governmental agreements), Intergovernmental entities (EUMETSAT, ESA), etc 
 Supranational entities (EU)  
 Administration/Public Body: Local/ Regional 
 Administration/Public Body: National (such as National space agencies, education, research, 

employment ministries, etc) 

 
The procedure for entering and judging has been designed to ensure that achievements by the 
partnership regardless of project size, can be judged objectively. 

 

 

3. Process  
 
CopHub.AC invites stakeholders specially under the Copernicus networks (Academy and Relays) to 
submit nominations for consideration. Submissions related to endeavours through collaborative 
efforts are strongly encouraged. 
 
Awards entry content will be kept confidential with access strictly limited to members of the judging 
panel. EARSC/CopHub.AC will be entitled to publish the names of the shortlisted organisations. 
EARSC/CopHub.AC will be entitled to publish the names and photographs of the individuals who have 
entered on behalf of the shortlisted organisations.  
 
 

3.1. Submission 

The judges will be scoring the entry form rather than the project or organisation, so it is essential that 
the form is complete. They will be looking strongly for innovation on partnership models so details 
about what is new and different about partnerships should be highlighted (examples of Private-Public-
Partnership) or work that involve a genuine partnership – consider using final users testimonials 
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or recommendations to demonstrate this. It is recommended that the form is completed responding 
to the criteria. Ideally the entries should be kept within 2 full pages (+/ -) for evaluation purposes. 

 

3.2. Evaluation process  

Applications are evaluated by an experienced and independent jury, composed of a number of 
international experts with a strong overview of the market (e.g. senior managers of successful EO 
companies, opinion leaders, investors, etc.) but also, from the research/academia community. Given 
the panel’s composition, this approach is robust for assessing the transition from research to market 
potential of prototypes and the readiness of the partnership for the market uptake. 

EARSC secretariat applies a first filter rejecting incomplete applications, then shortlisted partnership 
applications providing all the justification requested against each of the criteria described in the 
Partnership Award ‘from Research to Market’ are submitted to the jury. Under the CopHub.AC project, 
the competition will recognise and reward outstanding collaboration in public-private partnerships. 
Providing the jury with a pack comprising a short statement for each of finalist (and their application 
forms) plus a voting form (in excel) the jury evaluate and rank the top according to the criteria. This 
process is made by cross correspondence EARSC secretariat vs jury where it is fixed a single an 
common conference call of up to 1 hour where all the jurists have the opportunity to discuss/agree 
the final ranking.  
 
The jury is provided with an initial spreadsheet table to evaluate the short-listed companies by fill in a 
number between 0 and 5 (0 being the lowest score and 5 the highest) for each “applicant team” 
against each category. Jury evaluate the statements requested to “partnership”. See the criteria 
provided above (Partnerships, Value creation (business growth, new markets, export opportunities), 
Sound sustainability plan, Internal procedures of engagement, Outreach & marketing). The 
spreadsheet allows other comments they may like to highlight and discus during the common call 
(ability to execute, recent performance, roadmap, customer segment definition, business model or 
overall presentation skills) so to complete the criteria and to be able to give weights to the 
applications if required. 
 
 At the bottom of the evaluation table jury could find a row to present the overall ranking position. 
This table should be only considered if there is a tie between 2 groups when the marks are computed.  
 
Jury statement should arrive at least 2 days before the common call so EARSC could compile the votes 
and send the jury the overall voting / assessment in preparation for the “final decision call”. Exchange 
(before & after) with the jury is accepted if for justified reason they are not able to connect to the 
common call. Confidentiality is requested to the jury in the whole the process until the winner 
announcement. 
 
 

3.3. Winners 
 
The winner will receive: 

 Outstanding Award plaque certificate. 
 A rotated trophy for the year with a plaque with their organization name. 

http://earsc.org/news/partnership-award-from-research-development-to-innovation-market
http://www.cophub-ac.eu/
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 Complimentary information to the projects: PARSEC Accelerator6 which provides matchmaking, 
mentoring, coaching, investment readiness and market entry support while e-shape7 provides 
opportunities to access public funding for pilot’s development. 

 Networking opportunities and recognition from other stakeholders’ websites. 
 Trial membership to EARSC (if not member and company <5 years and <5 employees). 
 Recognition on the EARSC media such as the website and newsletter. 
 Recognition in the CopHub.AC website and other partners media. 
 Photographs from the award ceremony. 
 
During the 2019 edition the independent jury awarded Orbital EO Solutions 
(https://www.orbitaleos.com/, SeaPulse (https://seapulse.pt/), Valencia University (IPL) 
(http://ipl.uv.es/) & Go Hub (http://gohub.tech/es/) with first place. This partnership worked on a 
project with the aim to design and implement a satellite-based monitoring system for oil spills and 
plastic pollution in the region of Central America. 
 
 

3.4. Award ceremony 
 
The Awards are announced during the EARSC annual cocktail where other EARSC Awards are also 
revealed (see last year press release8). The Awards brings together key decision-makers from the 
public and private sectors to recognise and reward outstanding achievements in public-private 
partnerships. All shortlisted organisations are contacted in advance of the Awards ceremony to offer 
those organisations the opportunity to attend the Awards ceremony. Details on the award ceremony 
are distributed to the shortlisted candidates in advance. 
 
 

3.5. Covid-19 Outbreak 
 
EARSC has cancelled the Awards ceremony in June 2020 due the coronavirus pandemic, so the 
partnership award is on hold for this year. A celebration ceremony might be hold during November 
alongside EXPANDEO but this is not yet confirmed. If EXPANDEO will be again cancelled, then the 
partnership award will be celebrated in June 2021 as this new award is now part of the EARSC Awards 
showing the sustainability of this CopHub.AC activity in the future. 
 
 

4. Feedback and FAQs 
 
The Award process has always room for improvement. Those modifications could be taken into 
account and announced at the “year” Awards page. Counting with the feedback received through 
direct contact or correspondence from the jury, applicants or just stakeholders. These comments 
could respond to; know thoughts on the call, clarifications and suggestions to nominators, requests 
for changes on the criteria, the evaluation process/form, nomination template, press release 
announcement, etc)  
 
A section on Q&A will be also included for clarification in future editions so stakeholders: 
 

                                                 
6 https://parsec-accelerator.eu/ 
7 https://e-shape.eu/ 
8 EARSC Awards Press Release 2019: http://earsc.org/news/press-release-earsc-awards-2019 

https://www.orbitaleos.com/
https://www.seapulse.pt/
http://ipl.uv.es/
http://gohub.tech/es/
http://expandeo.earsc.org/
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 How long is the entire awards process? From the opening of the nomination period to the 
selection of awardees, the process is expected to take 3-4 months. 

 How many nominations can be submitted? Organizations may submit multiple nominations. 
Each nomination must be a separate, stand-alone document for evaluation purposes. 

 Can we submit proposal if those has been presented in previous year? Yes, those 
applications are accepted 

 How many finalists will be announced? During the cocktail ceremony the 3 finalists will be 
presented 

 Will the information be made publicly available? Nominees will be requested for permission 
to use information for publicity purposes only. Finalists and Awardees may give permission 
(if they wish) to publish an extensive article. 

 Who is eligible to submit a nomination? Organizations in partnership (academia, research or 
private sector) are eligible for nomination.  

 
 

5. Conclusions 
 
The competition to recognise and reward outstanding collaboration in public-private partnerships for 
the Copernicus user-uptake has been well received by stakeholders. The increased competition in the 
sector is motivating industrial and academic institutions to improve their collaborations, therefore the 
encouragement for Academia and Companies to join forces to enhance the impact of the research 
conducted and submit a proposal for collaboration achievement. Collaboration with industry is critical 
for academia to approach the scientific knowledge to the real use while for companies the 
collaboration is important to innovate on further solutions for real business case challenges. The 
partnership award has been embedded in the EARSC Awards which will bring continuity. 

 
 

6. Photo gallery 
 

 
Figure 4: Partnership Award Plaque 2019 
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Figure 5: Partnership Award Trophy 2019 

 

 
Figure 6: 2019 Team winner’s, CopHub.AC PO and EARSC representatives 
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Figure 7: EARSC/CopHub.AC Partnership Award 2019 

 
Together with the Partnership award – OrbitalEOS, SeaPulse, Valencia Univeristy & GoHub, the 
figure 7 complements; 
Company award – Plant Labs Germany 
Product award – EARS – Agriculture Index Insurance 
Start-up Award – MapTailor 
and the Industry Survey draw – Sensar 

 

 

 

 


